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Flyer of the events.

‘It is a photographic dialogue between two cities’

IWG organizes photo expo at Italian Embassy

A photo from the event.

Youth India conducts Blood Donation camp
Youth India in co-operation with Indian Embassy conducted a blood
donation camp at Adan Blood
Bank. The Blood Donation camp
was conducted on Friday afternoon
from 1pm to 5pm and around 100
people including ladies from all
parts of Kuwait participated in the
event.
Youth India presented the donors
with certiﬁcates and United Nations
International Organization for Mi-

gration Kuwait Chapter presented
gift packs to the donors.
Blood donation camp program
convenor Saleem Muhammad,
Youth India Kuwait President
Usama Abdul Razak, Youth India
Secretary Salman, Social Relief
Convenor Ali Akbar, executive
members Shebin, Shibin Ahmed,
Dilshad, Muksith, Ramees, Abdul
Rahman, Murshid Adnan and Ismail conducted the event.

Mujezat Al Shifa participates in World
Trade Fair of the Food Industry Anuga
KUWAIT CITY, Oct 14: From Sept
9th to 13th, Honey Miracle Shifa
participated in the World Food Industry Trade Fair in Cologne, Germany, the world’s largest food fair,
with the aim of informing the public
about the latest food products, particularly in relation to bee, honey,
brubles and all kinds of outstanding,
unique and internationally known
honey, including royal food.
Mahmoud Vidawi, Export Manager of Asal Mujezat Al Shifa, said
in a press statement: The aim of
this participation is to showcase our
products, which have won international awards and certiﬁcates in the
ﬁeld of food quality and won the
satisfaction of the Arab public and
health food giants, which we seek to
distribute more widely in the markets of Europe.
Vidawi added: :We are always
keen to participate in every event
and event related to food and food
awareness, with the aim of educat-
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A photo from the event.

ing the public about the beneﬁts of
honey, in addition to ensuring that
the quality of our products is always
at the forefront of the food industry
beneﬁcial to consumers.”
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KUWAIT CITY, Oct 14: In keeping with its aim to celebrate the diversity of its members with a range
of different events that highlight the
uniquely wonderful cultures and
traditions from around the world,
the International Women’s Group,
in cooperation with the Italian Embassy, organized a photo exhibition
in the embassy’s “Spazio Italia-Kuwait, entitled “The Great Beauty”
by Remo Casilli and “Capturing AlKout” by Usman Mohammed Iqbal.
The group’s public relations coordinator, Mrs. Laila Boulos, introduced the Italian Ambassador, H.E.
Carlo Baldocci, who welcomed the
artists, members and guests to the
embassy.
In his remarks, Ambassador Baldocci explained that he had decided
to open a special area in the Italian
Embassy, called “Spazio Italia-Kuwait” as a unique place dedicated to
fostering dialogue between people,
promoting projects, activities, and
joint initiatives between the two
countries.
He also stressed that the current
exhibition is a perfect example of
cultural exchange, and the beginning
of more events to follow.
As a sign of appreciation, the IWG
presented a commemorative shield
in honor of His Excellency.
Next, Mrs. Cristiana Baldocci,
wife of the Italian Ambassador and
President of the International Women’s Group in Kuwait, welcomed
everyone and thanked Sheikha Hanouf Bader Al Muhamad Al Sabah,
Honorary President of the IWG, for
her kind support; she also thanked
the IWG board for their help in organizing the event.
Mrs. Baldocci introduced the exhibition by saying that it is a photographic dialogue between two cities.
Kuwait City and Rome. She said:
“through this exhibition we will explore exactly what is meant by urban
cultural heritage. Something that is
inherited, passed down from previous
generations. It is a kind of heritage that
doesn’t consist of money or property,
but of culture, values and traditions;
that implies a shared bond, our belonging to a community. It represents our
history and our identity; our bond to
the past, to our present, and the future
and above all, love for our cities”
For the ﬁrst time, the photographer
Usman Muhammad Iqbal, born and
raised in Kuwait, presented his photographs that reﬂect facets of the original
Kuwaiti heritage, and aspects of the
development of the environment and
art in the area. His exceptional technique has already earned him international visibility and the beauty of the
images shows the importance of Kuwaiti heritage; the heritage that binds
the past to the present and the future of
this magniﬁcent Country.
Remo Casilli, a successful Roman
photographer, who has already ex-

Photos from the event.

hibited in Italy and abroad, presented
the wonderful evening and night images of Rome, the “Eternal City”, illuminated and celebratory.
After Mrs. Baldocci conducted a

ribbon cutting ceremony to open the
exhibition, the guests were delighted
to see the photographs, and the photographers were honored for their
exceptional work in photo documen-

tation.
A light meal was prepared by the
Chefs of the Crowne Plaza and in
closing special prizes were drawn
for the attendees.

First hospital in Kuwait to achieve corporate ethics mark

KDNA women’s forum selects CIPS awards Al Seef Hospital for its healthcare service
new committee for 2021-2023 KUWAIT CITY, Oct 14: The program and test enable individuals knowing that procurement is being rials management team for earning
KUWAIT CITY, Oct 14: KDNA
women’s forum carried out major
activities in recent years conducting
many activities for the beneﬁt of the
community. This included lectures
of doctors on various topics, selfemployment supporting initiatives,
family gatherings/picnics apart from
participating in many relief activities including medical aid. The wing
worked hand in hand with central executive committee for all the KDNA
related initiatives and remained as a
source of support.
To further carry on these remarkable activities, the new committee has
been selected through normal procedure in the virtual meeting. In the
meeting, full report of last year was
presented. The outgoing president
Leena Rahman presided the meeting
and outgoing Gen. Secretary Ashiqa
Firos welcomed the attendees. Then,

following new ofﬁce bearers for the
year 2021– 2023 were nominated
unanimously under the observation
of Basheer Batha, Advisory Board
member who facilitated the process
of election in the virtual meeting.
New committee comprises: President – Shahina Zubair; General Secretary – Rajitha Thulaseedharan;
Treasurer – Ansheera Zulﬁqar; Vice
President –Jayalalitha Krishnan;
Joint Secretary- Sandhya Shijith; Membership Secretary: Jisha
Suresh; Charity Secretary: Junaida
Raoof and
Arts Secretary: Swapna Santhosh.
Association President Iyas Thottathil, Acting General Secretary
Suresh Mathur, Sajitha Nazeer,
Rami Jamal, Sakeena Ashraf, Lasitha Jayaprakash made felicitation
speeches. Sandya Shijith extended
vote of thanks.

Chartered Institute of Procurement
& Supply (CIPS) has awarded Al
Seef Hospital in Kuwait, a leader
in delivering international standards of healthcare, the CIPS corporate ethics mark which showcases
an organisation’s ethical principles
in procurement and supply. Staff
at the hospital completed ethics
training and passed a test in fraud,
corruption, bribery, human rights
and environmental concerns in
procurement and supply chain. Al
Seef Hospital, is the first hospital
in Kuwait to achieve the CIPS corporate ethics mark.
The CIPS Ethical Procurement
and Supply eLearning and Test has
been recently updated and renewed
to provide quality learning and guidance for organizations concerned
about unethical practices in their
supply chains. Developed for all levels of procurement professionals, the

and organizations to hone their skills
and knowledge and ultimately demonstrate their commitment to ethical practice. Al Seef Hospital was
established in 2009, with the aim
to substantially alter the healthcare
landscape in Kuwait and principally
focusing on specialized women’s
and children’s health services, as
well as multi-disciplinary medical
and surgical specialties. After the
training and test, ten staff members
from the hospital went on to become
CIPS members to continue their
learning and implementation of high
standards.

Dedication
Commenting on the achievement, CIPS Managing director Sam
Achampong said, “Good healthcare
is a vital aspect to our lives that enables us to continue to work, travel
and take care of our families, so

conducted with ethical principles
in mind is a comfort and differentiates the hospital from others in the
region.
“I commend the team at Al Seef
Hospital for their knowledge and
dedication in going through the rigorous detailed training and for taking the test, providing conﬁdence to
their colleagues, stakeholders and
patients that important ethical issues
are high on the agenda.”
On this auspicious occasion,
the Ag. CEO of Al Seef Hospital,
Ashraf Elhag commented that “It
is a great recognition for the Hospital in being the first hospital in
Kuwait to obtain the CIPS Corporate Ethics mark and this clearly
demonstrates our commitment to
adhering to the highest level of
international ethical standards and
practices hospital wide. I would
also like to thank the entire Mate-

this valuable global recognition for
the Hospital. This program was implemented as a part of the annual
professional development program
for hospital staff and to ensure that
the Materials management team
adheres to the best ethical standards while managing their supply
chain operations and also practice
ethical sourcing and management
of suppliers on a daily basis”.
Companies that achieve the ethics mark are included in the CIPS
Corporate Ethics Register which includes various sectors and organisations around the globe.
Sign up your procurement and
supply management team to take the
test and learn about what makes up
strong, ethical supply chains giving
conﬁdence to staff, customers and
other stakeholders that supply chains
are being managed with the strong
ethical principles.

